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A DEADLY SENTIMENT
“If I’m wrong, I don’t want to be right.” Those words are
sometimes heard in songs, books, shows, and movies
connected with some sort of activity considered scandalous or
taboo. It means that a thing feels so good I’d rather just stay
wrong and keep doing it. The sentiment, if not always the
words, confronts us daily.
Several years ago, I was part of a Bible study designed to
remedy serious issues in some lives. As the study progressed a
brother closed his Bible, leaned back in his chair, crossed his
arms, stuck out his chin, and commenced a speech that
contained the phrase, “I know what it says, but…” several
times. Each “but” was followed by a statement for why he was
not going to do what “it” said. He became increasingly agitated
as Scripture was cited. I still cannot think of that event without
Galatians 4:16 coming to mind. Have I then become your
enemy by telling you the truth?
The above is an extreme case, though the practice of
making excuses for not doing what God says is common. In
fact, such excuses need not be verbalized at all. If I have a
cherished sin or two that I won’t relinquish, I tell God each
time I commit them, “If doing this is wrong than I don’t want
to be right!” Whenever sin enters our lives, it must do so as
invader and not an invited guest. We must never grow
comfortable with sin. It is not just breaking a command on a
page, but fracturing a relationship with our God. Yet that very
God had made it so that these failures can be corrected and
forgiven immediately (Acts 8:22; 1 John 2:1).
Immediately is the key word here. The longer transgressions
are permitted to stain souls the less their presence chaffs as the
heart grows harder. (Hebrews 3:13). This is precisely what
Satan wants. The hard heart can attend the assembly, bow in
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prayer, partake of the Lord’s Supper, sing songs, and listen to
sermons (or preach them!) while harboring within it that which
has no right to be there. The hard heart will stubbornly exclaim,
in action if not in word, “If I’m wrong, I don’t want to be
right!”
Can such a heart be made soft again? Yes, and in the way it
grew soft to begin with. Return to the Book. Meditate upon the
Lord. Marvel at God’s love. Be fervent and constant in prayer.
Become a servant to the brethren. If a hardened Christian will
really do this, they will see their hearts softening again. No
longer will such a heart stubbornly exclaim, “If I’m wrong, I
don’t want to be right!” Instead, it will humbly declare, “If I’m
wrong, Lord, forgive and help me understand what’s right.
Upon understanding it, help me to have the courage and love
to do it with all my heart.”
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